The angular momentum dependence of large fragment production in long lived reactions is studied by measurements of fragment cross sections from reactions with substantially different angular momentum distributions and the coincident y-ray multiplicity distributions.
One of the fundamental difficulties in the interpretation of heavy-ion reaction data is the large range of angular momenta involved. This inevitably leads to questions concerning how the possible or observed exit channels are distributed within the angular momentum window. An example of this is the study of the tangential component of the frictional force utilizing the transfer of angular momentum from relative motion into intrinsic spin. Such studies often involve comparing reaction times to the times required to reach the equilibrium rigidly rotating condition. Although rigid rotation provides a clear signature in the mass asymmetry dependence of the magnitude of the transferred spin for a fixed or narrow initial l-wave distribution, ' this signature is obscured by a mass asymmetry fractionation of a wide initial l-wave distribution.
In this work we investigate the l-wave distributions which contribute to different exit channel charge asymmetries in long lived reactions. ( The spin spectrometer served as the y-ray detector and measured simultaneously M~, the total y-ray deexcitation energy and the y-ray angular correlations. In this experiment 70 of the 72 detectors were used, covering 94.5% of 4x sr. The data were processed to distinguish y rays from neutron pulses (utilizing time-of-flight information) and to unfold the total y-ray pulse height versus number of yray hits (k) to yield total E"vs M"(see Ref. 8 for the details of these procedures). Table I what is not known is the nature of the l-wave distributions contributing to each decay channel. We now turn our attention to this subject.
As mentioned earlier, the y-ray data were analyzed to provide M"and the total y-ray energy, as well as the individual y-ray energies. The experimental M~d istributions for selected elements from the Sc+ Cu system are shown in Fig. 2(a) In order to relate the M"distributions of Fig. 2 ' an o set in the same becomes narrower. These trends can again be understood by inspecting the inset in Fig. 1 Fig. 3 (The larger the fragment, the more symmetric the decay; the narrower is the contributing primary I-wave distribution. ) In this regard, we must mention that the inclusion of the fluctuations' is essential in order to reproduce the widths of the l-wave distributions near symmetry. This result agrees with the conclusion of the previous works in which widths were reported. However, unlike the full distributions shown in Fig. 2 , these earlier studies did not reveal any significant trends in the higher moments with charge asymmetry. In summary, we have shown that the exit channel fragment spin distributions retain information on the primary l-wave distributions contributing to these exit channels.
The information is contained in the higher moments of these distributions.
The relation between mean values is less direct due to the strong dependence on mass asymmetry of the magnitude of the unobserved exit channel orbital angular momentum. 
